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When Animals Attack - Rhino almost escapes Zoo Facts about Rhino (Wikipedia): A rhinoceros (/raÉªËˆnÉ’sÉ™rÉ™s/,
meaning "nose horn"), often abbreviated to rhino, is one of any five extant species.

Horrifying moment a woman is dragged off by a TIGER after getting out of her car at a safari park - before
family member is mauled to death trying to save her. Supplied WHEN caged animals go wild A senior zoo
keeper was lucky to escape with her life yesterday after she was gored by a rhino on the NSW south coast
yesterday at Mogo Zoo. These are some of the most horrifying stories. A woman whose name was reported
simply as Ms Zhao was attacked at the Badaling Wildlife World animal park near Beijing in July , while she
was driving through the tiger enclosure, which was a permitted activity at the zoo. She got out of the car and
appeared to walk around to the other side before a tiger pounced on her and dragged her into bushes. Lucy
Melo, who was 40 at the time, was teaching the two-year-old male Asian elephant Pathi Harn to wash him in a
barn in public view when he turned on her. When he did not respond, I sensed a behavioural change in him
and realised he was thinking of challenging me. She recovered from her injuries. Killer whale drowns
instructor SeaWorld, Orlando In one of the most horrific deadly animal attacks in an enclosure, a whale
instructor was pulled under the water and thrashed around during a performance at SeaWorld in Orlando in
front of terrified onlookers. Harambe takes toddler Cincinnati Zoo, Ohio 17 year-old gorilla Harambe was shot
dead after a four-year-old boy fell into his enclosure at Cincinnati Zoo in YouTube Harambe became a global
headline after he was shot and killed by a zookeeper at the Cincinnati Zoo in May, The year-old Western
lowland gorilla grabbed and dragged a three-year-old boy who had climbed into his enclosure. The incident
was recorded on video and gained worldwide media coverage and commentary, which included controversy
over whether it was the right choice to kill the animal. Footage shows Harambe climbing down to the moat
where the boy was. Over the course of 10 terrifying minutes he dragged the child through the water, propping
him up and pushing him over, before carrying him up onto dry land. Zoo officials then killed Harambe with a
single rifle shot while the boy was between his legs. News Limited Kathryn Warburton wanted to get a close
up picture of Binky the polar bear inside his enclosure. But the Sydney tourist carelessly got too close to the
male bear after scaling two safety rails at the Alaska Zoo in , where she was holidaying. Binky reached
through the bars and clamped his jaws around her thigh, refusing to let go of her. The then year-old was lucky
to break free from his grasp after terrified onlookers gathered around and hit Binky with sticks. Ms Warburton,
who was from Orange, suffered a broken leg, bite wounds and had to undergo surgery. AP Gu Gu is renowned
for biting people who enter his enclosure, and once even had to have his jaws prized off with tools because he
refused to let go of his victim. The giant year-old male panda, who resides at the Beijing Zoo, has made
international headlines for three terrifying attacks in four years. In September , Gu Gu bit a drunk Chinese
woman who jumped into his enclosure and tried to hug him, seriously injuring her. The second incident was in
October , when Gu Gu launched a vicious four-minute attack on a year-old boy, who had climbed into the
enclosure out of curiosity. He was reportedly so injured his bones were showing and chunks of flesh were left
behind in the ambulance. Gu Gu again made international headlines in January when he attacked a zoo visitor
who climbed over the barrier into his pen to retrieve a toy his son had dropped. The man sustained serious bite
injuries to his legs and had to have surgery.
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Polar bears[ edit ] Polar bear attacks on humans are extremely rare, as humans generally do not live near their
habitats. Polar bear attacks can happen in captivity like Binky at the Alaska Zoo when he mauled an
Australian tourist Kathryn Warburton when she jumped over two safety rails to get a close-up photograph of
Binky in his enclosure but stuck his head through the bars and grabbed her and she suffered a broken leg and
bite wounds. Six weeks later, Binky was involved in another mauling. Cassowaries[ edit ] When a cassowary
attacks, it will charge and kick and even jump on top of the person. Cassowaries are described as being able to
use their legs to kick in a forward and downward motion. They are also able to head-butt and charge. The most
common injuries that are sustained by those who are attacked consist of puncture wounds, lacerations and
bone fractures. The severity of the injuries are increased if someone is crouching or lying flat. The large birds
will attack dogs and cats. Bulls attack and kill people on farms. The man was killed. Zookeepers immediately
rushed to that area, trying to fire darts in order to frighten the dogs away, and police shot one particularly
aggressive dog, which had refused to retreat from the exhibit when called. The other dogs were quarantined
for thirty days but there were not plans to put them down. Coyote attacks on humans Coyote attacks are
uncommon and usually cause little harm but have become more frequent. This is especially true in California.
Beginning 30 years prior to one hundred sixty took place mostly in the Los Angeles County region. The
majority of these incidents occurred in Southern California. Her father and a neighbor saved the child from
being dragged off, but not before she had suffered deep bites on neck, head, and legs. The baby suffered
puncture wounds but was saved by her mother. Her father made an attempt to rescue her, but she later died
from blood loss and a broken neck. Two women chased the coyote away by throwing rocks at it. The girl
climbed her swing set to escape, and her mother chased the coyote off. The next day in that same park, a
four-year-old boy was bitten and scratched and a twenty-two-month-old toddler was bitten around her right
eye and required seven stitches for serious puncture injuries. His mother tried force the coyote to go away, but
it kept being around. A police officer responded to her telephone call to shoot and kill it. He used the
snowboard to fend off the attack, but was bitten on the arm. She was taken to a hospital for stitches and
treatment to prevent any rabies. These two boys were taken to a hospital in Corpus Christi for a treatment in
rabies shots. She began a course of treatment for rabies after the adults saved her. His body armour ,
motocross pants and boots prevented his fatal injuries. The man was in a sleeping bag, but he was not inside a
tent. The man drove himself to a hospital for his wounded stitches. Conservation officers subsequently hunted
for the animal. One of them had his four-year-old daughter with him. The man fended it with a stick and
police officers subsequently euthanized the animal. While a neighbor called for the emergency number, the
man pinned the animal to the ground for twenty minutes until paramedics came to his aid. He was sent to a
hospital for rabies treatment. Neither the man nor his dog had any serious injuries. He recovered from his
injuries. Her mother and an off-duty police officer fought against the animal. Other police officers
subsequently arrived and shot it. The girl was taken to a hospital for rabies treatment, stitches, and antibiotics.
Evidence later proved her account was true.
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An animal encounter turned deadly earlier this week when lions devoured three poachers who broke into a game
reserve to hunt rhinos. The lions left only the men's shoes, hunting equipment, a.

Tagged how to survive , how to survive wild animal attacks , survive wild animal attacks Leave a Comment
on How to Survive Wild Animal Attacks 13 Tips on How to Survive Wild Animal Attacks Many wild animals
can be dangerous, or even fatal for a person. If you look at the statistics you might feel terrified. Sharks cause
just six deaths a year, their infamous reputation is very exaggerated; wolves are responsible for ten deaths
annually; lions kill twenty-two people a year; now get ready, elephants, cute lovely giants, are the reason that
more than five hundred people lose their lives every year, hippopotamuses equal them in this scary
competition. Crocodiles turn out to be much more dangerous than sharks, about one thousand deaths a year,
but the champion here is the snake. One hundred thousand people meet their end at the teeth of this reptile.
Watch the video, make notes, and remember to give us thumbs up for worrying about your well-being. The
good news is, that out of a hundred and fifty species of sharks existing on earth, only twenty attack humans.
So, if not something tasty, what good are you? Now, down to the bad news, if a shark gets interested in you it
will be tough to break away. To not attract sharks prevent blood or urine from getting into the water. Sharks
can smell these at a distance of several miles. You will look like prey this way. If you have been caught, aim at
the eyes and gills. These zones are the most sensitive. Kangaroos Yes, surprisingly, a kangaroo can pose a
threat to a person, however,it will only happen if you enter its territory and the animal feels danger. To avoid a
conflict, do the following: It will give the predator the time to attack. Try to look more massive, to create such
an impression,lift your arms and jacket up, If you look big and threatening, the animal will try to avoid the
encounter. Speak to the lion in a reasonably loud and confident voice. Make sounds, and gesticulate. This way
you, will baffle the predator, so it will perceive you as an irritating presence. Which is better to stay away
from. Elephants are clever, and quite friendly animals, but they are known to attack people. It is especially true
about female elephant mothers, if they decide that you are dangerous for their babies. If you come across an
elephant, pay attention to their body language. If their trunk is curled and the ears are pulled back,it means
they are going to crush you. Try to find something to become a barrier between you and the elephant. It can be
a stone or a tree. Rhinoceroses have bad eyesight. The only way to escape from the rhinoceros is to hide
behind the tree. It is a substantial obstacle for the animal. These animals seem cute, but this image is very
misleading, they can be extremely dangerous. Despite their weight, hippopotamuses can run at a speed of If
the weather is hot, try not to enter the bushes. The level of water lowers during the drought, so the hippos hide
in the high grass. To make animals leave you alone, climb a tree rock or a steep hill. Wait there until it goes
away 7. Despite the widespread opinion, bulls react to the movement not to the red or any other color. Use
your hat, T-shirt, or other clothes you have at hand as bait. When the animal runs up close enough throw the
thing as far away from you as possible. The bull will change direction and follow this object. A jellyfish burn
brings a long lasting nagging ache. Some people believe that peeing on the damaged surface can relieve the
pain, but it is just an urban legend. Immediately after being burnt, wash this place with salt water. Pure water
will only worsen the situation. After that, using a pair of tweezers or a stick, move the remaining parts of the
jellyfish away. If you have antihistamine ointment apply it to the place of the burn. The jaws of these animals
are the strongest on the planet. The eyes and the throat of these animals are their most sensitive areas. To make
the animal let you go aim at them. If you notice that the predator is crawling toward you on the ground, make
as much noise as possible,run in a zigzag. This is exactly the situation when to run and shout is the best
solution and is how to survive an alligator attack.. Try to be as quiet as you can and swim away. Most snakes
are neither dangerous nor poisonous. If you notice that a snake is following you, stomp your feet the vibrations
will confuse the snake, and it will let you be. Better to wash the bite with running water, apply a tourniquet,
and call an emergency. Bears attack people quite rarely, but if you get in the wrong place at the wrong time it
might still happen. It is necessary to know several behavioral rules. They can develop a speed of 30 miles per
hour. Fall to the ground and curl into a ball use your hands to cover your neck. Play dead a bit longer, even if
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it leaves you alone because these smart animals often stay around and watch their prey. They are leaders who
protect their family and land. Sit down to seem less large and not to tower over the gorilla, try to whisper and
avoid direct eye contact. In case of an attack or approach, curl into a ball. Gorillas are proud animals. Bees
wills protect their hive. They can bite, even if you are just walking by. Dark colors attract bees attention. If a
hive of bees or just several of them are following you, hide in a dark place. The lack of proper lighting will
throw the insects off your track. We hope you will never have to escape from a rhinoceros, swim away from a
crocodile, or meet a hungry lion. However, now you will be able to protect yourself in the wilderness. Share
this video with your friends, make sure they stay safe, and we will appreciate your likes. Leave a Reply Your
email address will not be published.
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This is not just a crime of rhino poaching, this is an attack on the civil liberties of law abiding, caring
conservationists. Our thoughts go out to the team we have got to know well over the years. We can only
imagine the stress and heartache they are feeling. We ask that you join us in respecting the privacy of the team
at the orphanage at this difficult and traumatic time. The two rhinos murdered by the poachers - female Gugu
and male Impy were just a week away from being dehorned and moving to the next phase of their release back
to the wild. The poaching gang held the orphanage security guard hostage for two hours before attacking the
carer team and Gugu and Impy. It is being reported that two of the poaching gang have been arrested, but we
await confirmation of this. Good morning to all our followers. It has been a relatively calm evening at the
orphanage. The team is still a understandably under a lot of stress, but are showing amazing resilience and
unwavering dedication to seamlessly care for the remaining orphans. All the babies are doing well, including
chubby little Charlie and our ever vigilant, Duma. We are humbled by all the messages of support as well as
donations that have been streaming in from all over the world. Again, if we are slow to respond, please be
patient Our management team and security consultants have been working around the clock to discuss extra
security measures and support authorities with the ongoing investigation. In the coming weeks we will keep
all our followers informed of the situation. We await further information from official resources, but in the
meantime we have been assured that the investigation to the incident is ongoing and and that SAPS are
following up on every lead. We are in daily contact with the team on the ground at the orphanage and will
provide further updates when we have confirmed updates. In the meantime, thank you for your support. The
team at FFTRO would like to extend a heartfelt thank you to the investigating teams and officers for their
ongoing commitment to the investigations into the horrific incident where our team were assaulted and two of
our rhino poached. Whilst the investigations have been gruelling and intense, every day there are new
developments and more information coming to light some very scary and chilling with pieces of the puzzle
falling into place and some which may never fit or be found There has been a constant stream of investigators,
detectives and different teams of specialists in and out, polygraphs, forensics and multitudes of questions and
still not enough answers. Due to the sensitivity of ongoing investigations, as well as to ensure the safety and
protection of the team and animals, we are giving out very little information. It is not until you have been in
the middle of all of this, that you even begin to realise the complexity of the processes and how easily media
social and other speculation and misinformation - no matter how well intentioned, can jeopardise an
investigation and put those on the ground at risk. Our team have been and are going through a tough time
brave and amazing as they are. Trauma affects everyone differently and is very personal - please respect and
be sensitive to this.
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However serious injury caused by large animals is relatively rare, we hear of around one fatal animal attack
every two years. We therefore estimate that the chances of being involved in such an incident are around 1 in
80, Please refer to our section on safety for information on other risks when travelling in Africa. The most
dangerous large animals are elephants and hippos, more rarely lions and leopards. The safari world has
developed an informal code of conduct which serves to protect both the animals and the guests. Usually when
you arrive at a lodge where this type of risk exists, the hosts will give you a full briefing. It is essential that
you understand these rules and stick to them at any time. If you do, then you should have very little to worry
about. The highest risks are encountered when out on walking safari. It is absolutely essential that you only
consider undertaking this activity in the company of suitably competent staff. Walking guides who are resident
at a particular lodge should have adequate training. Tribal people who live in the immediate environment can
also usually be trusted, notably Maasai since most animals are familiar with them and keep a wide birth and
Bushmen whose knowledge of the environment is unsurpassed. On the other hand park rangers in some areas
cannot be relied upon, usually the camp will provide their own guide in addition to a park ranger for this very
reason. Whether or not your guide will carry a gun varies from area to area, the policy usually being the result
of many years experience. It is absolutely essential that whilst out on walking safari you follow the
instructions of your guide to the letter, from start to finish. The general rule of thumb is never run as this may
trigger attack instincts in predators and can cause animals that would otherwise have mock-charged to follow
through. It is also possible, although rare, to have dangerous encounters with animals whilst in camp. In
locations where the risk is considered to be higher, it is usual for guests to only move around the camp in the
company of a guide or guard. It is important that you stick to the camp rules. Whenever you come out of a
building or tent, pause and take a good look, listen and smell in order to detect any animal presence
Zimbabwean eaten by lions while having a shower: Her partner was ahead of her and had seen the elephant,
but was unable to warn her to stay inside because he was out in the open and exposed. By the time she came
out, a few seconds later, the elephant was too close and it attacked. Although the injuries sustained were
serious enough for her to be airlifted to Johannesburg, they were thankfully not life-threatening. Elephant kills
US tourists in Kenya: Elephant attack man played dead: Lions devour man at SA game lodges: Elephant kills
British tourists: By the time she was rescued it was too late, the leopard had killed her. This is incredibly rare
behaviour on the part of the leopard. We heard unconfirmed reports that the cat was very old and even that the
camp had been feeding it, which would go some way to providing an explanation. It is essential that parents of
all children operate a policy of leopard hour whilst on safari We do not use this camp. In a horrific incident
took place when we were staying at a camp in Botswana, where one of the staff was mauled to death by lions
whilst lighting the path lanterns. Three lionesses were shot at the time. Investigations found that there was
some very unusual pride displacement activity going on at the time, possibly caused by the presence of a
pumped waterhole in an otherwise dry area. The camp has been raised onto board-walks to avoid any repeat.
Chapter 6 : Animal attacks in Africa | ATR
Wild animals - Animals attack humans animals attacking people deadly animal attacks compilation Wild animal attacks
people wild animals attack caught on camera wild animals attack humans videos.

Chapter 7 : How to Survive Wild Animal Attacks | calendrierdelascience.com
Animal Attacks. Brutal Rhino Fight next to the road cause Hippo to flee from water. "When we entered Kruger National
Park it was about the first sigting for the calendrierdelascience.com were there first and realy thought the Rhino was
going to kill the second calendrierdelascience.com came across two rhinos which seemed to be fighting.
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"The hippo was protecting his waterhole and pulled out one massive attack on the baffled rhino. The rhino didn't stand a
chance under the hippo's sheer force. "It was hard to watch and not intervene, but that is nature.

Chapter 9 : When animals attack humans vs Rhino vs Gators - Video Dailymotion
Elephant attack human on camera - when animals attack people - most amaz. A wild elephant in Nepal killed a man who
attempted to chase it away, Police said on Wednesday. The man was among a group o.
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